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A desktop application that runs on Windows, OSX, and Linux, Kore Player provides 100
preset sounds for selected native instruments and effects. Some sounds are dark and
brooding, others light and airy. The included sounds are intended as a starting point and
can be expanded. Installing is simple and the interface is clean. Press the clock icon on the
main screen and the program will ask you what software environment you're using. The
Kore Player software will be installed automatically. The interface is simple. It runs stand-
alone on your Windows desktop or on a Max/MSP/Jitter window with the.kor files you
download. Kore is compatible with Windows 98/Me/2000/XP/Vista and OSX 10.5. The
interface is simple, and users will be able to browse sounds by category. Native
Instruments contains a tutorial, which is important for people without musical backgrounds
to learn how to manage sounds. Break Drum-loops, Hall/chime sounds, Instruments, Vocal,
Plucking/fingerboard sounds, SFX, Crackling/splices, Synth/lead sounds. With today's
release of Kore, Native Instruments now offers sound makers of all disciplines an efficient
tool for building and composing samples and loops. You can save time and find plenty of
sounds ready for immediate use. The overall sound quality of KorePlayer is excellent. The
combination of a consistent channel envelopes, tight and expressive effects and the unique
sound of Kore itself makes for a versatile and expressive instrument.
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